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and contaminants in a given food sample can also be determined 
using analytical chemistry. It helps to check cholesterol and 
glucose levels in a given blood sample. Analytical chemistry 
captures an important part of forensic science, clinical analysis, 
and even environmental analysis.

Analytical Chemistry plays an important role in areas of research 
such as chemistry, bio chemistry, biology, geology, physics and 
other sciences. Analytical chemists are working to improve the 
reliability of existing strategies to meet the needs of the best 
chemical standards required for social development. They use 
their knowledge of chemistry, instrumentation, computers, and 
math to solve a problem. The measurements they make are used 
to ensure the safety and quality of food, medicine, and water. 
Analytical pharmacists support the legal process and help doctors 
diagnose diseases. They provide estimates and documentation 
that is important for trading and trading. Analytical pharmacists 
often work in service-related jobs and are employed in industry, 
academia, and government. Analytical chemistry can be a 
challenging task that makes a significant contribution to many 
fields of science.
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INTRODUCTION

The science responsible for obtaining, processing, and 
communicating information about the structure and structure 
of matter is known as Analytical chemistry. Simply put, it is the 
art of deciding what a story is and how much it exists. Modern 
analytical chemistry is dominated by metallurgy analysis but the 
roots of analytical chemicals and some of the principles used in 
modern tools come from traditional techniques, many of which 
are still used today.

The methods used to determine the identity and value of an 
analyst in the field of Analytical Chemistry have two approaches. 
The classic methods include Quality analysis and Quantitative 
analysis. Eligibility analysis provides information about the 
identity of species of animals or functional groups in the sample 
while quantitative analysis provides numerical information for 
analysis. Instrumental methods include Spectroscopy, Mass 
spectrometry, Electro chemical analysis, Thermal analysis, Hybrid 
techniques, Microscopy and separation.

Analytical chemistry is a branch that is taught in almost every 
school and college. But its use is practiced in the pharmaceutical 
industry, the food industry, the chemical industry, the agricultural 
industry, and in scientific research. The shelf life of trees is 
determined by analytical chemicals. It is used to check for the 
presence of drug addicts and is also used in chromatography in 
which human blood samples are separated. Soil can be tested to 
determine the proper concentration of minerals and nutrients 
needed for plant growth. The concentration of pesticide residues 
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